In this paper, the implementation of a null-steering antenna array using GPS patch antennas is suggested. The antenna array consists of five patch antenna elements fabricated on the ceramic substrate. The antenna element proposed here is a typical circular polarization patch and a prototype patch array antenna is manufactured on the PCB. The antenna has one reference element located at the center and other four elements are placed at the corners. A null in the direction of the jamming signal can be produced by changing the phases of 4-elements. Simulation results of the array antenna by CST MWS are presented and discussed. The basic performances are measured and the results are shown. The results show that the antenna presented here can be used to remove the signals from the directions of any jammers.
Introduction
The GPS services have been receiving a great deal of attention during the recent years. It has become a vital worldwide utility which is indispensable to the commercial navigation system and military applications. However, a GPS receiver is relatively susceptible to interference due to its spread spectrum characteristics. In spread spectrum communication, the information signal is deliberately spread over a wide range of frequencies. It provides increased resistance to interference and the ability to avoid hostile detection.
Generally, the power received GPS receiver is about -160dBW. The low receiving power of the GPS systems makes these signals susceptible to jamming. [7] . Adaptive nulling is required when the directions of jamming signals are varying. Antennas using phase-only nulling can search the adequate angles for the phase shifters to form nulls in the directions where interference signal are coming [9] . It is well known that the number of antenna elements is a key factor in the array antenna performance. The more elements available, the more nulls can be generated in the direction of a jammer. The number of interference signals which can be rejected by a GPS array is equal to one less than the number of antenna elements. In general, this allows the GPS receiver to place broadband antenna-pattern nulls in the directions of any interferers, while simultaneously preserving the gain in the directions of the desired GPS satellites. In this paper, a basic simulation study of a simple null steering antenna array is introduced. And we fabricate an array antenna and measure the performances.
Antenna Design
In general, the array antenna performance is determined by the number of antenna elements. The number of interference signals which can be rejected by a GPS array is equal to one less than the number of antenna elements. The proposed array is a set of 5-elements conventional GPS array antenna which is introduced in the previous study [3] . A theoretical approach and simulation study are well performed but implementation is omitted. The configuration of the suggested 5-patch GPS array antenna is shown in 
Conclusions
The purpose of this study was to design and fabricate an antenna array for GPS applications that can be used to remove GPS interference signal. We present the null-steering GPS patch array antenna. The antenna has five patches built on a ceramic substrate.
The antenna proposed here is a typical circular polarization patch and a prototype is manufactured using the simulation results. We show a null in the direction of the jamming signal can be generated by 
